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Abstract The goal of the research was to investigate and analyze how Nubian building Environ-

mental systems could be an inspiring way to develop and to rebuild the new city of Aswan and sim-

ilar contemporary cities in hot arid regions. The paper also identifies the main economic, social and

cultural consequences of using Nubian Vernacular systems for defining contemporary sustainable

and restorative buildings and how these systems were ignored after Nubian displacement by the

Government due to the high-dam project establishment. Moreover, it illuminates the most impor-

tant techniques and methodologies of Nubian village planning and construction and how these

ways could achieve maximum passive cooling, thermal comfort, least energy consumption and

finally the sustainable development required in the 21st century.
� 2016 Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an

open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Nubians are residential architects through multi-generations’
knowledge practices and they succeeded to adapt to their envi-

ronment and create personal architectural features that are
environmentally, socially and culturally passive. But after the
High-Dam was built, they were forced to leave their location,

and relocated to new governmental villages in the North.
These villages were built of different materials, open widths
and orientations. Even the urban fabric did not respect their

social considerations related to privacy, family connections
or social divisions.

Through a comparative study between Traditional old
Nubian houses before relocation and the new governmental

dwellings built for their displacement.

The research will also try to answer simple questions, which
are summarized in the following:

1. What are the Vernacular architecture trends of the
Nubians?

2. What are the consequences of building the High-dam on

the Nubian vernacular architecture?
3. Why people in Aswan tend to use contemporary industrial

materials and systems instead of traditional and environ-
mental ones?

4. How to maintain the presence of vernacular architecture in
the 21st century contemporary trends?

The aim of this paper was to recover the design solutions
that were provided by the old Nubian peoples architecture.
In order to achieve sustainable and restorative developments,

there are three features:
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1. Environmentally (thermal efficiency, thermal comfort and

natural resource preservation)
2. Economically (avoiding forthcoming economic and energy

crisis).

3. And socially (thus, attaining the social justice).

The research methodology is qualitative, based on data col-
lection and theoretical analysis of a comparative study between

the architectural features and the material properties used in
the old Nubian buildings and that used in the New Nubian Vil-
lages built by the Government. The main purpose for this com-

parison was to improve the sustainable and the Environmental
life qualities of the Nubian people after the displacement.

1.1. Why Nubian architecture is selected as a case study?

Old Nubian villages had not been influenced by the variable
changes happened in Egypt throughout thousands of years
ago due to their isolation and thus lots of Environmental,

social and cultural aspects still have been preserved till the high
dam was built. Some variables have been changed but still
there are evidence of preserving lots of conceptual philosophies

and thus building strategies still have been carried out.

2. History of Nubian village

The ‘‘Noba” was first built by the ‘‘Kunuz”. They settled in the
north of the Nobia and depend on trade rather than agricul-
ture due to their desert nomadic origin. They were forced by

the floods to move up their houses farther away from the flat
plateaus on the stony hills bank near the mountains. Their
houses were row like to be well utilized, totally made of

mud-bricks and barrel vaults [4].
The ‘‘Fadija” dwell in the southern Nubia up to ‘‘Wadi

Halfa” where they cultivate the land. This group owned sepa-
rate large houses with almost square layout built around a

large central rectangular and open-ed courtyard. Also they
built loggias and spacious one storey rooms surrounding the
court and well designed for both winter and summer climates.

The last group is the ‘‘tribe of Alqat” originally from Najd,
between the first two groups. It carries the same architecture
features of the northern and the southern groups [4] (see

Fig. 1).
As a ‘‘definable groups”, the Nubians lived isolated from

the Egyptian society and totally separated from the Egyptian

way of building their homes. Also, Nubians did not benefit
from civil services such as the medical, telecommunication
and even the educational services. On other words, Nubian
Vernacular architecture continued to be ignored by the world

until 1963, when the region was flooded for the third time. The
fir‘‘ was in 1964 [4]. Unfortunately the high dam erased historic
treasures, and also obliterated the ancient Nubian lands and

ten small Nubian villages were resettled in southern Egypt
and more to the North of Upper Egypt [4] (see Fig. 2).

3. Climatic properties

The climate in the Nuba, Aswan, is a hot-dry climate, exceed-
ing the thermal comfort during day and night. The tempera-

ture elevates to 2� C-more than ASHRAE limit of the

thermal comfort level-in the upper temperature limit of accept-
able conditions [5] (see Fig. 3).

4. Before the displacement

4.1. Old nubian dwelling elements

1. The Entrance gate ‘‘bawaba”: It is 1.2 by 2.4 m, in the center
of a high mud wall approached to the Nile. Also, there are 3
windows on its both sides (guest room windows), the only
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Figure 1 Old Nubian map, divisions. Source: Dr. Yasser

Mahgoub research ‘‘the Nubian Experience” p. 4.

NEW NUBIAN

Figure 2 New Nubian Google map, after displacement. Source:

Dr. Mahgoub research ‘‘the Nubian Experience” p. 17.
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